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7.8 EMV Processing 

7.8.1 Transaction Flow Diagrams 
The following diagrams detail the transaction flows when EMV is enabled is the PED. Where “receipt” is mentioned 
in the flows, it means this information is made available to the ECR for receipt printing. 

7.8.1.1 Swipe Card Flow 
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7.8.1.2 Chip Card Flow 
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7.8.2 EMV PIN Entry 
If the number of attempts to enter the offline PIN exceeds the allowable limit recorded on the chip, on an EMV card, the 
transaction is either cancelled and condition code ‘606’ is returned to the ECR, or is processed online (as per the CVM list 
on the card). 

7.8.3 EMV Premature Card Removal 
If the EMV chip card is removed from its reader prior to the Base24 request be generated, the transaction is cancelled and 
condition code ‘607’ is returned to the ECR. 
 
For details on the premature removal of the chip card while the transaction is being processed, refer to section 7.11.1.4 
Premature Card Removal (EMV Only) on page 7-12. 

7.8.4 EMV Chip Errors 
For errors encountered during an EMV transaction, please refer to Section 7.8.1.2 Chip Card Flow on page 7-9 for a full 
description of the recovery logic. This logic is dependent on the stage within the EMV transaction where the error occurred, 
the card scheme used and the method of error initiation.  
 
If fallback is disallowed, for the EMV card swiped (via data downloaded in DID ‘t ’) on the retry, then an attempt to read that 
EMV card  is rejected, the transaction cancelled and condition code ‘611’ is returned to the ECR.  A non-EMV card read 
after a chip read failure is still subject to all of the applicable rules for a card swipe (as if the attempted chip read did not 
occur). 
 
If  an EMV card is inserted and the Track 2 Equivalent data (Tag ‘57’) on the chip is invalid, the transaction is cancelled and 
condition code ‘612’ is returned to the ECR. 
 
If an EMV card is inserted and the Track 2 Equivalent data (Tag ‘57’) on the chip is outside of the range of BINs the PED 
has been initialized to accept, the transaction is cancelled and condition code ‘613’ is returned to the ECR. 

7.8.5 EMV Declines 
If an EMV transaction is declined, by the card, prior to its being processed by the Base24 host, condition code ‘608’ is 
returned to the ECR. 
 

7.9 Refund Limit 
Each card type downloaded into the PED has a per refund limit included (in DID ‘k ‘).  This value is in whole dollars (no 
cents value included).  This limit applies to each refund transaction run against the card (note: each card type can have a 
different refund limit value, each card must be treated independently). 
 
Refunds that are stood-in for, (i.e. SAFed) will use the Refund Limit downloaded from the Moneris host rather than the SAF 
Floor Limit. 
 
If the Amount (Base24 transactions) exceeds this limit (even by $0.01) on the Refund transaction, the transaction is rejected 
and condition code ‘152’ is returned to the ECR.  An exact match of the amount to the limit is allowed and the transaction 
can proceed to be processed. 
 
There is no such limit on any of the other transaction types.  This limit does not apply to the Rewards or 3rd Party Services 
transactions. 

7.10 PED Host Response Message Timeout 
If the PED times-out waiting for a Base24 response record, condition code ‘640’ (non-EMV) or ‘616’ (EMV) will be 
returned to the ECR. 
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7.11 PED Generated Reversals 

7.11.1 Reversals – Host Response Received 

7.11.1.1 MAC Failures 
If MAC’ing is enabled (DID ‘I ‘ = ‘1’ in the download data) and the PED detects a MAC failure in an approved financial 
Base24 response record, condition code ‘640’ (for non-EMV transactions) or ‘616’ (for EMV transactions) is returned to 
the ECR. 
 
If MAC’ing is enabled (DID ‘I ‘ = ‘1’ in the download data) and the PED detects a MAC failure in a declined financial 
Base24 response record, condition code ‘304’ (non-EMV) or ‘616’ (EMV) is returned to the ECR. 

7.11.1.2 Missing and Corrupted Base24 Data 
If the Base24 response record for an approved financial transaction is received and one or more of the mandatory FID’s’ (F, 
X, h, s, or 9 (EMV transactions only)) is not present, and/or if one or more of the FID’s has a detectable error, condition code 
‘640’ (for non-EMV transactions) or ‘616’ (for EMV transactions) is returned to the ECR. 
 
If the Base24 response record for a declined financial transaction is received and one or more of the mandatory FID’s (X, g, 
h, s, or 9 (EMV transactions only)) is not present, and/or if one or more of the FID’s has a detectable error, condition code 
‘309’ (non-EMV) or ‘616’ (EMV) is returned to the ECR. 

7.11.1.3 Invalid Transaction Date or Time 
If the Base24 response record for an approved financial transaction contains a date value of ‘000000’ (or any other invalid 
value for the date or time) in the record header, condition code ‘640’ (for non-EMV transactions) or ‘616’ (for EMV 
transactions)  is returned to the ECR. 
 
If the Base24 response record for a declined financial transaction contains an invalid date or time value in the record header, 
condition code ‘307’ (non-EMV) or ‘616’ (EMV) is returned to the ECR. 

7.11.1.4 Premature Card Removal (EMV Only) 
If the EMV chip card is pulled from the reader after the host request message has been sent to the ECR but prior to the 
completion of the EMV processing, condition code ‘607’ is returned to the ECR and will be followed by additional fields of 
the ECR Response. 
 
If the EMV chip card is pulled from the reader prior to the host request message has been sent to the ECR but prior to the 
completion of the EMV processing, condition code ‘607’ is returned to the ECR. 

7.11.1.5 Declined by Card (EMV Only) 
If the EMV chip card declines a Base24 response that was approved by the host, terminal condition code ‘608’ is returned to 
the ECR. 
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7.12 Invalid Base24 Response Record 
If the PED receives a Base24 response record, which has an invalid (unrecognizable) routing code (1st 2 bytes of the record 
header), condition code ‘308’ is returned to the ECR. 

7.13 Mismatched Request/Response 
If the Base24 response record, for a financial transaction, does not match up to the request that is in progress (e.g. different 
transaction type), condition code ‘307’ is returned to the ECR. 

7.14 PED Cardholder Generated Errors 
If the PED times out waiting for a response to a prompt from the cardholder (only for those prompts that are timed, refer to 
the FRS), condition code ‘400’ is returned to the ECR and the transaction cancelled. 
 
If the CANCEL key is pressed, on the PED keypad, in response to any displayed prompt, during a financial transaction, 
condition code ‘401’ is returned to the ECR and the transaction cancelled. 

7.15 Master Key Errors 
If one, or more, of the injected master keys (KKMAC (MAC key), KKPE (PIN Encryption key), or KKME (Message 
Encryption key, used for the balance encryption)) becomes corrupted, or is deleted, condition code ‘450’ is returned to the 
ECR.  The PED is not required to constantly monitor the status of the keys.  It only needs to verify them when they are to be 
used. 

7.16 Store-and-Forward (SAF) Processing 
SAF processing refers to those functions provided by the PED and/or ECR that allow the PED and/or ECR to: 
 

1. Selectively approve financial transactions should the Moneris host become unavailable. 
2. Store the approved transactions in a secure fashion. 
3. Forward the stored transactions to the host, once it becomes available, so that they may be settled by the merchant. 

 
Transactions are selectively approved in a “host down” situation by comparing the financial transaction requested amount 
with a Floor Limit that is set by the merchant.  Transactions with amounts that are equal to or below the Floor Limit and that 
pass TVR (Terminal Verification Results – EMV only) are automatically approved and sent to SAF as “force post” 
transactions.  The PED and/or ECR is said to have “stood in” for the transaction. 
 
Transactions that may be SAFed include: Purchase (EMV and Non-EMV), Refund (EMV and Non-EMV), and Void/Void 
Last (EMV and Non-EMV).  A Swiped card is supported.  An Inserted card is not supported for “force post” transactions.  
The SAFing of EMV fallback transactions is not supported.   
For Void Transactions, if the host connection is available, the original transaction and the Void transaction are processed 
online.  If the original transaction is processed online and the host connection is not available, the Void transaction is 
processed offline and stored in the SAF file.  Once the host connection is available, the Void transaction will be sent to the 
host. 
If the host connection is not available, the original transaction and the Void transaction are processed offline and stored in the 
SAF file.  Once the host connection is available, the original and the Void transactions will be sent to the host. 
If the host connection is not available, the original transaction is processed offline and stored in the SAF file.  If the SAF file 
is full and the host connection is available the Void transaction is processed online.  If the SAF file is full and the host 
connection is not available, the Void transaction is declined. 
Once the host becomes available, the PED and/or ECR must have a method of releasing and forwarding the SAF transaction 
to the host for “force post” processing.  The SAF file must be emptied as soon as the host becomes available in order to avoid 
the potential risks of duplicate charges, lost transactions, sequence edit check not being performed, etc.  Theoretically, all 
SAF requests should be accepted by the host (since they are “force post” transactions).  In the unlikely event that a SAF 
record is not accepted by the Moneris host, a method must exist to remove the bad record from the SAF and retain the details 
for later (manual) processing. 
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Since the Ingenico application is single-threaded, it cannot process new ECR requests while it is processing SAF transactions 
with the host.  It will therefore be necessary for the ECR to control the releasing of SAF records.  This would presumably be 
done when the ECR is not busy processing new customer transactions.   
 
Sending a Release SAF Record command will cause the PED to take the oldest SAF record and send it as a “force post” to 
the Moneris host.  If the host approves the transaction, the PED will delete the SAF record and then return an “approved” 
response to the ECR.  If the PED times-out the host response then the SAF record will remain on the SAF and the PED will 
return a “timeout” response to the ECR.  If the PED receives a host response other than “approved”, (ie. Header Response 
Code of less than ‘050) then the PED will remove the SAF record and return it to the ECR in a “declined” response.   The 
ECR must then keep the transaction details for manual settlement with Moneris.  In each of the above cases the response to 
the ECR will also contain a current count of all SAF records. 
 
Please refer to relevant subsections regarding SAF control messages in section 4.2 Local Functionality on page 4-25 for 
additional information. 

7.16.1 Processing Financial Requests Above the Floor Limit or “Call for Auth” 
Responses 

There are situations when the merchant may want to approve a transaction via voice authorization from the card issuer.  This 
could occur if the Moneris host was “down” and the requested transaction amount was above the Floor Limit; this would 
cause the PED to decline the transaction.  Or the Moneris host might have responded to an online financial request with a 
Response Code that indicated “Call for Auth”.  In either case, the merchant has the option of having the transaction approved 
via voice authorization (by obtaining an Authorization Code from the issuer by phone).  In this case, the merchant can then 
capture the transaction in one of two ways: 
 

• for Draft Capture merchants, the ECR can format a Non-EMV Force Post ECR Request and send it to the PED.  If 
the Moneris host is “up” then the transaction will be processed immediately.  Otherwise, the PED will SAF the 
transaction and the transaction will be sent when the host is available.  

• for POA merchants, the merchant can write the transaction to their settlement file for subsequent settlement. 
 

7.17 SAF Timeout Reversals 
If the PED times-out a financial host response message this would normally result in a duplicate sequence number being sent 
on the next financial request to the host.  The effect of the duplicate sequence number would be to cause the host to reverse 
the previous timed-out transaction so that the cardholder's account would not be incorrectly debited.  This method only works 
when either SAF Mode is OFF or, if SAF Mode is ON, then there are no SAF transactions to be sent.  In the case where SAF 
Mode is ON and SAF transactions exist, instead of sending a duplicate sequence number the PED will instead send a Time-
out (ie. "FT") reversal to the host immediately prior to sending the next financial transaction.  This will be the case regardless 
of whether the next financial transactions results from an online financial request or is a transaction released from SAF.  In all 
cases, the effect at the host will be the same - the timed-out transaction will be reversed and will be removed from any batch 
totals. 
 
(NOTE: The above processing is only implemented in Direct-Host-Connect and Hybrid modes). 
 

7.18 Surcharge Processing 
Surcharging is not directly supported by the POSPAD, any surcharges must be applied manually by the merchant and they 
must obtain prior approval from Moneris before surcharging. 
 

7.19 Retrieve Card Track Data Command 
The iPP320 includes support for the Retrieve Card Track Data command which allows the ECR to use the PED to prompt for 
and read card track data independently of PED transaction processing.  This function is typically used to read GiftCards.  In 
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8 Condition/Return Codes 
8.1 PED Condition Codes 
 

Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 
 

“Successfully Completed” Condition Codes 
006 The Batch successfully 

closed and was in balance. 
Close Batch This condition code has the normal 

ECR response data attached. 

007 
The Batch successfully 
closed, but was out of 
balance. 

Close Batch This condition code has the normal 
ECR response data attached. 

051 

Response received, retry 
requested. 
 
The 1st flag byte in FID ‘s’ 
contained a value of either 
‘2’ or ‘3’. 

All Non-EMV Debit Financial 
Transactions 

This condition code has the normal 
ECR response data attached. 

052 

Response received, 
initialization requested. 
 
The 3rd flag byte in FID ‘s’ 
contained a value ‘1’. 

All Debit Financial Transactions This condition code has the normal 
ECR response data attached. 

098 Cancel/Reset request 
accepted. 

Reset Command The PED typically returns to idle. 

099 Transaction Completed, 
process ECR response. 

All Transactions/Commands 
other than Close Batch and Reset 

This condition code has the normal 
ECR response data attached. 

PED Data Errors (Data Which Is Sent From ECR) 
100 Invalid Transaction Code. All Transactions/Commands  

101 
Invalid Amount. All Financial Transactions This condition code applies to all 

amount field types (Base24, Rewards 
and 3rd Party Services). 

102 
Missing Amount field. All Financial Transactions This condition code applies to all 

amount field types (Base24, Rewards 
and 3rd Party Services). 

103 
Invalid TRACK 2 data.  All Financial Transactions This condition code also applies when 

the optional debit/credit indicator is 
invalid. 

105 Invalid Approval Number. Purchase Void, Refund Void, 
P/A Completion 

 

106 Missing Approval Number. Purchase Void, Refund Void, 
P/A Completion 

 

107 

One, or more, of the field 
separator characters is either 
missing or invalid.   

All Transactions/Commands This condition code usually only 
applies to the FS character immediately 
following the Transaction Code in the 
ECR request.  A missing/invalid FS 
further down the string will usually 
trigger an error in the field that 
immediately precedes it. 

108 
The EOT character 
designating the end of a 
message from the ECR is 
either missing or corrupted. 

All Transactions/Commands  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 
109 Invalid Close Batch/Totals 

flag. 
Close Batch  

110 Missing/invalid Clear Totals 
flag. 

Close Batch  

111 Invalid Merchant ID. Initialization  
112 Missing Merchant ID. Initialization  

113 
Invalid ECR ID. All B24 (non-local) 

Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

 

114 
Missing ECR ID. All B24 (non-local) 

Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

 

115 
Invalid Clerk ID. All B24 (non-local) 

Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

 

116 Invalid Echo Data All Financial Transactions  

117 
Missing Clerk ID. All B24 (non-local) 

Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

 

120 

Unknown or illegal field. 
 
This condition code is a 
general validation error and 
may be returned for any 
transaction that contains an 
unknown or illegal field. 

All Transactions/Commands This condition code is a catch-all for 
any request field error not previously 
defined. 
 
This condition code should not be used 
for additional fields tacked onto the end 
of an ECR request.  Those fields are to 
be ignored, with no special action 
taken. 

121 Invalid Cash Back Allowed 
Indicator 

Purchase Purchase ECR Request only. 

122 

Cash Back Allowed Indicator 
not Allowed 

Purchase This condition code is returned if a 
valid Cash Back Allowed Indicator is 
received on a Purchase ECR Request 
but Cash Back is not enabled on the 
PED. 

123 
Attempt to Set Floor Limit or 
Set SAF Without Host 
Initialization 

Set Floor Limit, Set SAF 
ON/OFF 

 

124 Missing/invalid Card Plan or 
Card Plan is not Credit 

Set Floor Limit  

125 Missing/invalid Floor Limit Set Floor Limit  
126 Missing/Invalid Maximum 

SAF Record  
Set Maximum SAF Size  

127 SAF Mode is OFF Release SAF Record  
128 SAF Was Declined by Host Release SAF Record The SAF transaction details are 

returned. 
129 Missing/invalid Add/Remove 

BIN Range Indicator 
Add/Remove BIN Range  

130 Missing/invalid Low BIN 
Range 

Add/Remove BIN Range  

131 Missing/invalid High BIN 
Range 

Add/Remove BIN Range  

132 BIN Range Table is Full Add/Remove BIN Range  
133 Invalid Extended 

Configuration. 
Extended Configuration  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 
134 Missing Extended 

Configuration. 
Extended Configuration  

135 Missing/invalid Clerk List. Clerk Subtotals Inquiry, Clerk ID 
Maintenance 

 

136 Missing/invalid Display 
Timeout. 

Display Message  

137 
Either of the Invoice Number 
or Promo Code is present 
when the other is not. 

Payment Void  

138 Invalid Message Text – 
Line#n. 

Display Message  

139 To-be-deleted BIN Range 
Cannot be Found 

Add/Remove BIN Range  

140 There is no previous PED 
message to resend 

Resend Last PED Response  

142 Missing/invalid Entry 
Method Allowed Mask 

Retrieve Card Track Data  

143 
Set Merchant Terminal ID 
command was received when 
the PED was not in ‘FT’ 
mode 

Set Merchant Terminal ID  

144 Missing/invalid Merchant 
Terminal ID 

Set Merchant Terminal ID  

145 Missing/invalid Track 
Selection Indicator. 

Retrieve Card Track Data  

149 Code download application is 
not present in the PED. 

Initiate PED Code Download  

150 

The transaction type 
requested is not allowed by 
the PED. 
 
The trans was not enabled via 
DID ‘p ‘ in the download, or 
the PED has been logged off. 

All B24 (non-local) 
Financial/Administrative 
Transactions and Retrieve 
MasterCard EMV Data 
Command 

 

151 

Card Type not supported. 
 
The card type being used is 
not contained in the BIN 
table (via DIDs ‘0 ‘ – ‘29’) or 
was not activated via DID ‘k 
‘ in the download. 

All Financial Transactions For Inserted and Tapped scenarios 
where VEGA returns 
EMV_NO_AID_MATCH without 
EMV data, NO SUPPORTED 
APPLICATIONS USE MAG STRIPE 
is displayed.  Once the card is swiped, 
the Track 2 can be confirmed.   

152 

Refund Limit exceeded: 
Transaction not allowed. 
 
The amount used in the 
Refund transaction exceeded 
the refund limit downloaded 
in DID ‘k ‘ for the card used. 

Refund  

153 
Optional debit/credit 
indicator does not match card 
type used. 

All Financial Transactions  

154 
Invalid/Missing Card 
Acceptor Terminal ID (CAT 
ID). 

MMOP This Condition Code can only occur 
due to incorrect request message 
formatting. 
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 

158 
To-be-voided transaction 
does not exist 

Void Last This Condition Code is returned if a 
Void Last request is received by the 
PED but not previous Purchases or 
Refunds have occurred (ie. new device). 

159 

Original Approval Code 
cannot be matched to to-be-
voided transaction 

Void Last This Condition Code is returned if the 
Original Approval Code provided in the 
Void Last request does not match the 
Original Approval Code from the last 
approved Purchase/Refund transaction. 

160 

Transaction Not Allowed: 
Re-initialization required, 
due to:  
 
1. The 3rd flag byte in FID 

‘s’ contained a value ‘1’ 
and the internal clock in 
the PED has rolled past 
03:00:00. 

 
2. The last attempted 

Initialization had failed. 
 
3. The mode of operation 

had been changed via an 
extended configuration. 

 
4. A PED that had never 

been initialized since it 
was originally loaded 
with its application code. 

All B24 (non-local) 
Financial/Administrative 
Transactions with the exception 
if Initialization 

The PED is locked out from performing 
any Base24 transactions until an 
Initialization has been successfully 
completed. 

161 

Only one transaction retry is 
allowed per transaction. 
 
On a transaction retry (‘98’ 
command used in response to 
the ‘051’ condition code), 
where the transaction failed 
again (FID ‘s’ set) another 
‘98’ was attempted by the 
ECR. 
 
The Retry command (‘98’) 
was attempted when no retry 
condition exists in the PED. 

All Non-EMV Debit Financial 
Transactions 

 

162 

An ECR request with a new 
transaction, or command, 
was sent while another 
transaction has not yet 
completed. 

All Transactions/Commands This error is generated while the PED is 
waiting for a Base24 response. 
 
This condition code will not be 
generated if the ECR request is sent 
after the PED has timed out waiting for 
the Base24 response. 

163 
A ‘97’ Reset command was 
issued by the ECR after the 
Base24 response was 
received by the PED 

Reset Command  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 
164 Invalid MOTO Indicator Purchase, Refund,  and Void 

Credit Transactions 
 

167 Invalid/Missing Download 
Type. 

Initiate PED Code Download  

170 Invalid Invoice Number. All Financial Transactions (other 
than Cheque Auth) 

 

171 The Invoice Number is 
disallowed for this card type. 

All Financial Transactions (other 
than Cheque Auth) 

 

172 Invalid Promo Code. All Financial Transactions (other 
than Cheque Auth) 

 

173 The Promo Code is 
disallowed for this card type. 

All Financial Transactions (other 
than Cheque Auth) 

 

174 
Release SAF Record 
command was received and 
the SAF was empty. 

Release SAF Record  

183 Invalid/Missing Download 
Communication Method 

Initiate PED Code Download  

184 Invalid/Missing Download 
Terminal ID 

Initiate PED Code Download  

185 Invalid/Missing Download 
Application ID 

Initiate PED Code Download  

186 Invalid/Missing Download 
Group ID 

Initiate PED Code Download  

187 Invalid/Missing Download IP 
Port 

Initiate PED Code Download  

188 Add BIN Range already 
added/downloaded 

Add/Remove BIN Range  

189 Unable to Close Batch if 
SAF Trans are pending 

Purchase, Refund, and Void Last   

EMV Card Errors 

190 

A card swiped at the ECR and 
included in the ECR request 
had a service code of either 
‘2xx’ or ‘6xx’. 

All Financial Transactions This condition code only applies when 
EMV is active (via the download 
parameters) in the PED.  If not, then 
cards with these service codes are to be 
processed normally. 

191 
SAF record cannot be released 
due to host disconnect. 
 

Release SAF Record  

192 
SAF Maximum Size reached Set Maximum SAF Size Once SAF Maximum Size Limit is 

reached, any additional transactions sent 
to SAF will return this condition code 

193 
SAF record cannot be 
accepted due to Service Code 
x2x 

  

196 Invalid Expiry Date Checked if PED or ECR is 
standing-in 

 

Base24 Initialization Errors 

200 

No match on Merchant ID. 
 
A Base24 response code of 
‘960’ was returned in the 
Initialization transaction. 

Initialization Transaction  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 

201 

No match on PED Serial 
Number.  
 
A Base24 response code of 
‘961’ was returned in the 
Initialization transaction. 

Initialization Transaction  

205 

Initialization MAC’ing error 
- Contact Help Centre. 
 
The Initialization failed on a 
MAC error . 

Initialization Transaction  

206 

The Initialization failed for 
one of the reasons below:  
 
1. A Base24 response code 

of ‘965’ was returned in 
the Initialization 
transaction. 

 
2. The Initialization 

transaction was aborted 
with a Base24 response 
code of ‘882’ returned 
on a download packet. 

 
3. Any other reason the 

Initialization failed that 
is not covered by the 
‘2xx’ codes above. 

Initialization Transaction  

210 

The Initialization failed due 
to an EMV failure. 

Initialization Transaction A full Initialization ECR response is 
attached to this condition code, which 
includes the EMV Initialization failure 
code. 

Data Errors 

307 

A normal Base24 financial 
declined response was 
received where the Base24 
response code matched one 
of the values downloaded in 
DID’s ‘O ‘ or ‘P ‘.  For this 
condition, this code replaces 
the ‘099’ code and the 
normal ECR response 
message is to be attached to 
the code. 

All B24 Financial Transactions  

308 

A non-Base24 message was 
received when a Base24 one 
was expected (i.e. the 1st two 
characters of the message did 
not have a routing code of 
‘9.’). 

All B24 Financial Transactions  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 

350 

Unrecoverable data error: 
error condition(s) has been 
detected in 3 consecutive 
attempts in reception of the 
Base24 response. 

All B24 (non-local) 
Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

This condition code is not issued if a 
good response is received in between 
the bad ones (i.e. the counter is reset), 
or if the original transaction is cancelled 
and a new one initiated (even though it 
may have these errors). 

PED ERRORS and CONDITIONS 

400 

The PED has timed out while 
waiting for the cardholder to 
respond to a displayed 
prompt. 

All B24 (non-local) 
Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

The transaction, in progress, is 
cancelled. 
 
The timers used vary, depending upon 
the particular prompt.  Not all prompts 
are timed. 
 
Please refer to the related FRS for 
additional details on how the PED is to 
handle this condition. 

401 

The CANCEL key was 
pressed in response to a 
cardholder prompt on the 
PED. 

All B24 (non-local) 
Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

The transaction, in progress, is 
cancelled. 
 
This condition code only applies to the 
Base24 transactions.  It is not issued 
when the CANCEL key is used for the 
PED setup prompts. 
 
Please refer to the related FRS for 
additional details on how the PED is to 
handle this condition. 

402 

The Base24 response 
message was sent to the PED 
after the host response timer 
(as set from the data in DID 
‘J ‘) has expired, but before 
any other function, or 
transaction, was initiated by 
the ECR. 

All B24 (non-local) 
Financial/Administrative 
Transactions 

 

450 
One, or more, of the 
KKMAC, KKPE, or KKME 
master keys has been 
corrupted. 

All Transactions/Commands The PED needs to be re-injected with 
new keys. 

460 
The ‘Resend Last PED 
Response’ message fails to 
reach the ECR. 

Host knows last Approved 
response was not delivered 
successfully to the ECR and will 
reverse it.   

 

461 
Current batch needs to be 
closed before Code 
Download can be initiated. 

 Affects all three modes:  Integrated, 
Direct-Host-Connect and Hybrid 

462 
SAF needs to be emptied 
before Code Download can 
be initiated. 

 Affects Direct-Host-Connect and 
Hybrid modes only 

500 
The MOTO/E-Commerce 
Flag is disallowed for this 
card type 

Purchase Request for a Debit 
card 

 

EMV Specific Conditions 
600 Invalid POS Entry Mode. EMV P/A Completion  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 
601 Invalid EMV Request Data. EMV P/A Completion  
602 Invalid EMV Additional 

Request Data. 
EMV P/A Completion  

603 Invalid Chip Condition Code. EMV P/A Completion  
604 Invalid EMV Reason Online 

Code. 
EMV P/A Completion  

605 Invalid EMV Issuer Script 
Results. 

EMV P/A Completion  

606 
The EMV card had 
determined that its PIN try 
counter had been exceeded. 

All EMV Transactions The transaction is cancelled without 
generating any Base24 messages. 

607 
The EMV card was removed 
from the insertion reader 
prior to the completion of the 
transaction. 

All EMV Transactions  

608 

The transaction is declined 
by the EMV card prior to its 
being sent to the host. 
 
The transaction declined by 
the EMV card after host reply 
received 
 
Reset ‘97’ command received 
to stop the EMV transaction 
while waiting for host 
response 
 
A stand-in transaction fails the 
TVR check 

All EMV Transactions  

610 

An EMV chip card was 
attempted to be used for a 
Pre-Auth transaction when 
the extended configuration 
‘PN’ (EMV Pre-Auth not 
allowed) is in effect. 

EMV P/A  

611 

A fallback swipe was 
attempted for a card whose 
BIN does not allow fallback 
(as per the setting in DID ‘t ‘ 
in the download parameters). 

All EMV Transactions  

612 Invalid Track 2 Equivalent 
data on the EMV chip. 

All EMV Transactions  

613 

The Track 2 Equivalent data 
on the EMV chip is outside 
of a BIN range of a card for 
which the PED is initialized 
to accept. 

All EMV Transactions  

614    

615 

TC Advice is not supported. All EMV Transactions The TC Advice message which was 
implemented in EMV Phase 1 is no 
longer supported.  Please refer to 
Common EMV Business Requirements 
for details. 

616 Transaction Not Completed All EMV Transactions  
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Code Meaning Applies to Txn Type Notes/Comments 
620 No stored Mastercard EMV 

data is available to be passed. 
Retrieve MasterCard EMV Data  

621 

Extended configuration ‘PA’ 
or ‘PD’ was used when DID 
‘s ‘ did not contain a value of 
‘M’. 

Extended Configuration  

622    
623    
624    
625    
626    
627    
628    
629    
630    
631    
640 Non-EMV Reversal Code All Non-EMV Financial 

Transactions 
This condition code is returned after a 
reversal has been sent to the ECR. 

641    
Miscellaneous Other Error Conditions 

    
800 
- 
899 

Reserved for merchant use.  N/A These condition codes will not be 
issued by the PED.   

999 

This condition code is to be 
used for any error condition 
not otherwise defined in this 
table. 

N/A Ideally, this condition code should 
never be issued by the PED.  If such a 
condition exists, it must be identified 
and have a condition code assigned to it 
(or be covered by an existing condition 
code). 

 
Notes: 1. For information on what constitutes an ‘invalid’ field, please refer to the section describing the data fields.  This 

chart will only describe the condition codes associated with a field when bad data is detected. 
 

2. For those condition codes that have attached data, please refer to the relevant sections describing each of the 
transaction types for details on that data. 
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8.2 EMV Initialization Error Numbers 
 

Initialization 
Error Number EMV Error Description 

003 AID without corresponding RID. 
004 RID without corresponding AID. 
005 RID without corresponding card type or BIN range. 
006 Too many AID’s. Maximum is 64. 
007 Fallback flag (DID ‘t ’) is different than ‘Y’ or ‘N’. 
008 Fallback with no matching BIN. 
009 CA Public Key Checksum does not match key data. 
010 Invalid EMV terminal parameter length. 
011 Invalid EMV terminal capabilities. 
012 Invalid EMV terminal additional capabilities. 
013 Invalid terminal country code numeric. 
014 Invalid terminal country code alphanumeric. 
015 Invalid terminal type. 
016 Invalid EMV transaction currency code. 
017 Invalid EMV transaction currency exponent. 
018 Invalid EMV transaction reference currency code. 
019 Invalid EMV transaction reference currency exponent. 
020 Invalid EMV transaction reference currency conversion. 
021 Invalid EMV RID parameter length. 
022 Invalid EMV RID. 
023 Too many RIDs (more than 30). 
024 Invalid CA public key index. 
025 Invalid CA hash algorithm indicator. 
026 Invalid CA signature algorithm indicator. 
027 Invalid CA public key modulus. 
028 Invalid CA public key exponent. 
029 Invalid CA public key check sum. 
030 Invalid CA public key expiration date. 
031 Too many keys (more than 180). 
032 Too many keys for RID (more than 6 per RID). 
034 Cannot open key file (caused by PED file system failure). 
035 Cannot write to key file (caused by PED file system failure). 
036 Invalid EMV AID parameter length. 
037 Invalid AID. 
038 Invalid application selection indicator. 
039 Invalid application account selection. 
040 Invalid terminal application version number. 
041 Invalid terminal action code default. 
042 Invalid terminal action code denial. 
043 Invalid terminal action code online. 
044 Invalid maximum target percentage. 
045 Invalid target percentage. 
046 Invalid threshold value. 
047 Invalid floor limit. 
048 Invalid default DDOL. 
049 Invalid default TDOL. 
050 Too many AID’s for RID (more than 10 per RID). 
051 Cannot open AID file (caused by PED file system failure). 
052 Cannot write to AID file (caused by PED file system failure). 
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Initialization 
Error Number EMV Error Description 

053 RID with bad service type. 
054 Duplicate AID. 

055 PED does not support EMV (this error code is intended for stand-alone terminals with an 
attached PED and does not apply here).  

056 The host tried to download EMV data but this functionality is not supported at the terminal (can 
be caused by the VEGA module not being present in the PED). 

057 Incorrect DID ‘x ’ length. 
058 Bad DID ‘x ’ RID (contains a character other that ‘0’ – ‘9’, ‘A’ – ‘F’). 
059 Too many DID ‘x ’ RIDs (more than 30 DID ‘x ’s received). 
060 Duplicate DID ‘x ’ RIDs (two DID ‘x ’s contain the same RID). 
061 Bad DID ‘x ’ Index (contains a character other that ‘0’ – ‘9’, ‘A’ – ‘F’). 

062 Too many DID ‘x ’ Hashes (more than 6 hashes in one DID ‘x ’) - should never happen but 
rather be caught by Incorrect DID length. 

063 Duplicate DID ‘x ’ Index (two hashes in the same DID ‘x ’ have the same index). 
064 Bad DID ‘x ’ Hash (contains a character other that ‘0’ – ‘9’, ‘A’ – ‘F’). 
065 Hash with no matching key (the key index in a DID ‘x ’ did not appear in a DID ‘v ’). 
066 DID ‘v ’ with no matching DID ‘x ’ (the RID in a DID ‘v ’ did not appear in a DID ‘x ’). 
067 Key with no matching hash (the key index in a DID ‘v ’ did not appear in a DID ‘x ’). 
068 DID ‘x ’ with no matching DID ‘v ’ (the RID in a DID ‘x ’ did not appear in a DID ‘v ’). 
070 DID ‘s’ invalid 
071 Incorrect DID y length 
072 Bad DID y data (contains a character other that 0 - 9, A – F) 
073 Too many DID y RIDs (more than 30 "DID y"s received) 
074 Duplicate DID y RIDs (two "DID y"s contain the same RID) 
075 Duplicate DID y Index (two macs in the same DID y have the same index) 
076 DID v with no matching DID y (the RID in a DID v did not appear in a DID y) 
077 Key with no matching macing (the key index in a DID v did not appear in a DID y) 
078 EMV Data Mac Failure - VEGA detects at least one unsupported tag in TagsToAuthenticate 

section 
079 EMV Data Mac Failure - VEGA encounters a problem while parsing the init data during a data 

authentication attempt 
080 EMV Data Mac Failure - VEGA detects that the data in TagsToAuthenticate fails to 

authenticate 
081 Invalid Tag List – This error is generated by one of the following conditions: 

• The file with the tag list and its associated mac is missing. 
• The file with the tag list and its associated mac is empty. 
• The file with the tag list and its associated mac does not contain any hex values.  

  


